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ABSTRACT
In the application of modern control theory to complex processes 
it is generally necessary to have a mathematical model of the process. 
In the past, simple empirical linear models have often been used. 
However, linear models generally have the disadvantage of describing 
complex systems only over a narrow range of the state variable. The 
purpose of this research was to develop simple empirical nonlinear 
models which describe chemical process systems accurately over a wider 
range of the state variables.
Three new empirical nonlinear models were developed. Two are 
first order models while one is a second order model. One important 
characteristic can be assigned to these models. This is, their form 
is very simple. This makes the evaluation of the models' parameters 
very easy and practical, using only a small amount of experimental 
data.
To show their application, and suggest their generality, these 
models have been used to characterize two different typical process 
units - a reactor and an oil heater. These models describe the step 
response of the two units better than the linear model, that is, more 
accurately and over a wider range of the state variable. The two 
first order models were also applied to an example of optimal control 
technique and one of dead time compensation technique. Again, these 
models proved to give more accurate results than the linear model.
The second order nonlinear model was applied to an example of time
xii
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optimal control. The results obtained by using this nonlinear model 
were more accurate than those obtained by using a linear model.
To summarize, in this research three new nonlinear empirical 
models were developed. The models are easy to implement, not 
much data is required for their evaluation. These models are also 
practical; engineers can very easily use them. The models have been 
demonstrated to describe the response of two systems —  oil heater 
and chemical reactor —  better than the linear models now used. 
Finally, the application of the models in modern control techniques 
have also been demonstrated —  two examples of optimal control and 
one of dead time compensation technique.
xiii
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Present Models of Chemical Processes
There are two main approaches to model development in the 
chemical process industries; these are: exact and experimental ap­
proaches.
In the exact approach the theoretical model of the system under 
study is developed. This is done by writing the theoretical equations 
that describe the system. This approach works well when the avail­
able theory and evidence is adequate to develop a unique model. 
However, there are many areas where such theory often does not exist, 
such as in kinetics, where one may be faced with a wide variety of 
possible reaction mechanisms [1]. This is one reason why the experi­
mental approach was developed.
The experimental approach consists of developing from experi­
mental data a model that describes the actual system. Generally 
these models have been linear models. They describe the system fairly 
well over a narrow range of the state variable. From this follows 
the necessity of developing models that describe the system over a 
wider range of the state variable.
Exact Approach
The theoretical models can be classified as [2]: a) Lumped
Parameter Model. These models describe the system by means of
1
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ordinary differential equations, b) Distributed Parameter Model.
These are those models that describe the system by means of partial 
differential equations.
The distributed parameter models are generally more exact than 
the lumped parameter models. Of course, there are examples that the 
lumped parameter model is as good as the distributed one. The develop­
ment and solution of the distributed model is normally more difficult 
than the lumped parameter model.
Experimental Approach
The most used experimental models are [3]: a) First Order Linear
Model
+ C(t) = K M(t)
where: t = independent variable, time
C(t) = state variable, perturbed variable
M(t) = forcing function, perturbed variable
T and K = parameters of the model called the time constant 
and the gain.
Since the above is a linear differential equation with constant coef­
ficients, we can express it in terms of the La Place domain:
C(s) ^ K 
M(s) TS+l
At this time we should stress th)t C(t) is a perturbed variable. 
That is, C(t) is the difference between the actual output of the 
system, c(t), and its nominal steady state, c^^, that is:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
C(t) =■ c(t) -
b) Delay Time Plus First Order Model
T + C(t) = KM(t-t^)
where: = delay time, parameters of the model and
M(t-t ) = 0 when t < t o o
c) Second Order Linear Model
T1T2 .diQCt) + + Tg) + C(t) = KM(t)
This model requires three parameters, t j, Tg and K, to characterize
the system in contrast to two parameters for the first order model.
This model can be expressed in the La Place domain as:
M(s) TlTgS +(T2+Tg)s+1
As mentioned before, the development of these analytical models 
requires the use of experimental data for the evaluation of the 
parameters. This experimental data is in the form of what is known 
as a process reaction curve. MurriH [3] explains how this data is 
obtained and also how to evaluate the parameters in the models al­
ready mentioned.
As discussed above, these models describe the actual system over 
a certain range of the state variable. This range is around its nomi­
nal steady state, c^^, where the process reaction curve was obtained. 
Far from this value, the linearity of the models will break down and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
therefore they will not describe the system anymore.
The principal use of these models is the study of the system's 
response under disturbances. This study can be open loop response 
(no controller in the feedback ) and closed loop response (controller 
in the feedback).
The study of closed loop response has been very popular in 
recent years. Obtaining the optimal settings of the controller to 
optimize different criteria has been the product of much work, [4, 5 
and 6 ].
Present Work
With the advent of digital computers to the control of chemical 
processes and with the development of more sophisticated control 
techniques the necessity of process models that describe the real 
process is becoming more pressing. Therefore, in this work we are 
primarily concerned with the development of nonlinear models of 
chemical processes. These models will hopefully describe "better" 
the real process than the linear models previously described. By 
"better" we mean more accurately and over a wider range of the state 
variable.
In Chapter II, two first order nonlinear models are developed. 
The first of these models requires the evaluation of four parameters 
to characterize the process. To evaluate these parameters we make 
use of the process reaction curves. Two of these curves are needed. 
The form of this model is the following:
T + C(t) + KlC^Ct) = KM(t-t^)
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where; C(t) = state variable; perturbed form
M(t-t^) = disturbance, forcing function, perturbed form
M(t-t ) = 0 when t < t o o
t̂ , T, K and K1 = parameters of the model
The second nonlinear model requires the evaluation of five parameters 
to characterize the process. To do this we, again, make use of 
the process reaction curves. The form of the model is the follow­
ing:
(al + blC(t))— ^  + C(t) = (a2 + b2 C(t)) M(t-t^)
where: t^, al, bl, a2 and b2 = parameters of the model
and M(t-t )= 0 when t < to o
These nonlinear models have proven to be "better" than the linear 
models so often used. To suggest the applicability and gene­
rality of these models two different units, a reactor and an oil 
heater, have been characterized with these models.
At this time one fact must be recognized, that is, if we want 
to obtain a better model than a linear model we must pay for this.
This is reflected in that more than one process reaction curve is
used to evaluate the parameters of the models.
In Chapters III and IV the application of these models to opti­
mal control and to the dead time compensation technique respectively 
is demonstrated. The results obtained are compared with that obtained 
by using the linear model. The nonlinear models give much better 
results than the linear model. This seems to justify the extra ef­
fort in obtaining the nonlinear models.
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In Chapter V a second order nonlinear model is developed. The 
form of this model is the following:
(a3 + b3C(t))— + (a4 + b4 C(t)-^|^ + C(t) = (a5+ b5C(t))M(t)
where: a3, b3, a4, b4, a5 and b5 = parameters of the models.
Three, or more, process reaction curves are necessary to evaluate the 
parameters of this model. Again, to suggest the generality of the 
model the same two previous process units, reactor and oil heater, 
are characterized by this model. The model proves to be much "better" 
than the linear model.
Finally, in Chapter VI the application of the second order non­
linear model to time optimal control is demonstrated. The results 
are compared to the results obtained by using a second order linear 
model.
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CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF FIRST ORDER NONLINEAR APPROXIMATE MODELS 
Introduction
In this chapter two first order nonlinear models are developed. 
During the development stage of these models we were mainly con­
cerned with two aspects. First, it was desired to make the evalua­
tion of models' parameters as easy and practical as possible.
Second, we have tried to develop the most general models possible.
In this last aspect we believe we have been successful as suggested 
by using these models to characterize two different, and common, 
process units - a reactor and an oil heater. The response of the 
nonlinear models are compared with the response of a linear model.
First Nonlinear Model
This model is of the following form:
T + C(t) + K1 C2(t) = KM(t-t^) [1]
where: t = independent variable, time
t^ = time delay, parameter of the model
C(t)= state variable; perturbed form
M(t-t^) = disturbance, forcing function; perturbed form
T, K1 & K = parameters of the model
and M(t-t ) = 0 when t < to o
The perturbed state variable C(t) is obtained by:
8
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C(t) = c(t) - css
where: c(t) = actual state variable, process' response
c = nominal steady state ss
It is proposed to obtain the parameters in the following way.
At steady state assuming a constant or "step" forcing function M, 
the model becomes:
C + K1(C )2 = KM [2]
where: C = new steady state attained by applying a step forcing 
function M.
Now there are two parameters to evaluate, therefore, we need two data 
points to evaluate them. To obtain these data points two different 
process reaction curves are used. This is shown in Figure II-l.
From these curves we obtain:
Cl + K1(C1)Z = KMl [3a]
and
C2 + K1(C2)2 = kM2 [3b]
from these equations the values of K1 and K are obtained.
The next parameter to be evaluated is the time delay, t̂ . We 
propose to use the same value of t^ as for the linear case. Mer­
rill [1 ] explains how to evaluate t^ from the process reaction curve. 
We have found that t^ does not change significantly from curve to 
curve.
The last parameter to be evaluated is t . For a linear model t 
is defined as the time taken to attain 63.2% of the total change in 
the state variable. If the first curve is used to evaluate t then 
the dynamics of the nonlinear model will follow closer the dynamics
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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FIGURE II-1
TYPICAL PROCESS REACTION CURVES TO EVALUATE FIRST 
NONLINEAR MODEL
LEGEND
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of the actual simulated system when the disturbance is Ml than 
when the disturbance is M2. The opposite happens when the second 
curve is used to evaluate x.
An improvement has been made by evaluating x in the following 
way. When t = t^ the slope of the nonlinear model for a disturbance 
Ml is:
dC(t )
1 — - KMl at
or
dt X
Now, suppose a linear model for the first curve, M(t) = Ml, is evaluat­
ed.
\  ̂  + C(t) . K^ M(t-t^)
where the parameter is evaluated from:
K =
^ Ml
For the same disturbance Ml, the slope at t = t^ is
If we make the slope of the nonlinear model (at t = t̂ ) equal to the 
slope of the linear model (at t = t^), then:
K Ky
-  Ml = —  Ml
Xi = T = K
The same thing is done for the second curve, that is, evaluate a
[ 4 ]
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linear model from this curve. Then make the slope of this linear 
model (at t=t^) equal to the slope of the nonlinear model (at t=t^)
K
- Mz"
T2 = T = K tL [5]
We then have two values, and X2 , for the x in the nonlinear model. 
The actual x is then obtained by averaging Xj and X2 :
xi + X2
X = -------  [6]
2
Using this value of x in the nonlinear model much better results have 
been obtained than by using the definition of x for linear systems. 
Before proceeding, we must notice one important point. From t = 0 
to t = tg the forcing function M(t-t^) = 0, and the slope
f  - 0
At t = t^ the forcing function starts acting and therefore the slope 
ceases to be zero.
Let's proceed now to illustrate the evaluation of the model's 
parameters by means of two examples.
The first example is that of a well stirred tank reactor. This 
example is taken from Koppel [2]. The specifications of the reactor, 
the modeling and the computer program for its simulation are presented 
in Appendix A. Essentially, an exothermic reaction of the type
A % B
takes place. The heat of reaction is removed by means of a cooling 
coil. The state variable of interest, controlled variable, is the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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outlet concentration of component A. The forcing function, mani­
pulative variable, is the water flow to the cooling coil.
As it was previously explained two process reaction curves are 
needed to evaluate the parameters K and Kl. These curves are obtained 
by step changing the flow of water to the coil and recording the 
outlet concentration of component A. Figure II-2 shows these two 
curves corresponding to disturbances of 1.0 cc/sec and 3.0 cc/sec.
From these curves we obtain
_3
cl^ = 0.229 X 10 g mol/cc, Ml = 1.0 cc/sec 
_3
and c2^ = 0.411 x 10 g mol/cc, M2 = 3.0 cc/sec
which in perturbed form correspond to
_3
Cl = 0.0672 X 10 g mol/cc 
_3
C2 = 0.2490 X 10 g mol/cc 
substituting these values of Ml, M2, Cl and C2 into equations (3a) 
and (3b) and solving for K and Kl:
K = 0.628 X 10  ̂g mol/cc-(cc/sec)
Kl= -0.978 X 10^^ cc/ g mol
Let's now evaluate x. Using the process reaction curve corres­
ponding to M = 1.0 cc/sec we obtain the parameters of the linear 
model; these are
= 0.672 X 10 ^g mol/cc - (cc/sec)
= 81.0 secs
substituting these values of x^ and the previously calculated 
value of K into equation [4] gives
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FIGURE II-2 
PROCESS REACTION CURVES FROM REACTOR
LEGEND
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Tj = 75.6 secs
Evaluating the linear model from the process reaction curve correspond­
ing to M = 3.0 cc/sec gives
= 0.830 X 10  ̂g mol/cc - (cc/sec)
= 96.0 secs
and from equation [5] we obtain
= 72.6 secs
then from equation [6 ]
75.6 + 72.6 148.2
2 "  2
T = 74.1 secs
The only parameter left to evaluate is t^. Figure II-3 shows 
the response of the simulated ractor to a disturbance of 3.0 cc/sec. 
This figure also shows the evaluation of t^ which is approximately 
8.0 secs.
Therefore, the first nonlinear model of the reactor is:
74.1 — + C(t) - 0.978 X 10'*'3c2(t)=0.628xl0"'*M(t-8.0) [7]
Figures II-4 and II-5 show the response of the simulated reactor 
and of the nonlinear model to disturbances of 1.0 cc/sec and 2.17 
cc/sec respectively. In both cases the nonlinear model predicts 
quite well the final steady state. Later on in this chapter the 
nonlinear model is compared to the linear model.
To suggest the generality of the nonlinear model another unit 
is characterized using this model. This second example consists of
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FIGURE II-3
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FIGURE II-4
RESPONSE OF REACTOR AND FIRST NONLINEAR MODEL TO 
DISTURBANCE OF 1.0 CC/SEC.
LEGEND
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FIGURE II-5
RESPONSE OF REACTOR AND FIRST NONLINEAR MODEL TO 
___________ DISTURBANCE OF 2.17 CC/SEC.___________
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an oil heater [3]. Essentially, this is a heat exchanger in which 
oil is heated in the tubes with steam condensing in the shell. A 
steam valve regulates the steam flow to the heater. By opening or 
closing this valve we disturb the heater and obtain the process 
reaction curve. Therefore, M(t-t^) corresponds to a change In valve 
position (Avp) from its nominal steady state. When vp = 1.0 
the valve is fully opened and when vp = 0.0 the valve is closed.
The outlet oil temperature is the steady variable of interest. The 
specifications of this heater, its modeling and the computer program 
for its simulation are presented in Appendix B.
As before two process reaction curves are needed to evaluate K 
and Kl. Figures II-6 and II-7 show these two curves for disturbances 
in valve position of A(vp) = -0.2 and A(vp) = 0.5. These disturbances 
are in perturbed form. The nominal, design, value of the valve posi­
tion is
vp = m = 0.4 s
From Figures II-6 and II-7 we obtain
clg = 130.4 °F, A(vp) = Ml = -0.2
and c2 = 162.2 °F, A(vp) = M2 = 0.5
in perturbed form
Cl = -18.69 °F 
and C2 = 13.12 °F
substituting these values of Ml, M2 and Cl and C2 into equations [3a] 
and [3b[ and solving for K and Kl;
Kl = 0.0325/°F 
and K = 37.40 °F/A(vp)
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FIGURE II- 6
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FIGURE II-7
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From Figure II-6 the parameter t^ is evaluated to be approxi­
mately 3 secs.
Using the process reaction curve corresponding to A(vp) = -0.2 
the parameters of a linear model are calculated to be
= 93.45 °F/A(vp)
= 84.5 secs
substituting the values of K , t and K into equation [4] gives
Tj = 33.6 secs
The parameters of the linear model corresponding to the process 
reaction curve of Figure II-7 are
IL = 26.25 °F/A(vp)
= 25.5 secs
substituting these values of K^, and the previous calculated value 
of K into equation [5] gives
%2 ~ 36.3 secs 
then from equation [6 ]
_ 33.6 + 36.3 69.9
^  2 ~  2
T = 34.95 secs
Therefore, the first nonlinear model of the oil heater is:
34.95 + C(t) + 0.0325 c2(t) = 37.40 M(t - 3.0) [8 ]
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FIGURE II- 8
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER AND FIRST NONLINEAR MODEL TO A 
DISTURBANCE OF A(VP)=0.2
LEGEND
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FIGURE II-9
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER AND FIRST NONLINEAR MODEL TO 
DISTURBANCE OF A(VP) =0.5
LEGEND
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Figures II- 8 and II-9 show the responses of the oil heater and 
of the nonlinear model to disturbances of A(vp) = 0.2 and/^vp) = 0.5 
respectively. Again, the nonlinear model agrees extremely well 
at the final steady state. The response of the nonlinear model is 
compared with the response of a linear model in a later section.
At this point we want to make notice of a characteristic of 
this first nonlinear model. Let's look at the model again
T + C(t) + Kl C2(t) = KM(t-t^)
rearranging
= [KM(t-t^) - C(t) - Kl C2(t)]/T
if the value of Kl is negative then the above equation becomes
= [KM(t-t^) - C(t) + Kl C2(t)]/T
If the value of C(t) ever gets big enough so that the term Kl C^(t)
gets to be bigger than C(t), the derivative will become positive 
and the model will be unstable. The value of C(t) where this will 
happen depends on the value of Cl and C2 used to evaluate K and Kl. 
Suppose, for example, that C2 is the largest value used to fit K and 
Kl. If the value of C(t) becomes larger than C2 the model will be 
unstable. The wider the range of C(t) used to evaluate the para­
meters the harder for the model to become unstable. Of course, the 
wider the range the less exact the model will be. Therefore, a com­
promise should be reached.
An example of the above is the reactor example used to demonstrate 
this model. Rearranging equation [7]
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= [0.628 X 10~'*M(t-8.) - C(t)
+ 0.978 X 10^3c2(t)]/74.1
If the value of C(t) ever goes above 0.249 x 10~^ g mol/cc the model 
will be unstable.
This is apparently a drawback of the nonlinear model. However, 
this "apparent drawback" might actually be an advantage in some 
cases. We might want the system to go unstable if it gets too far 
from its nominal steady state. For example, a chemical reactor that
must not get too hot. In this sense, the model contains some "built
in" limits of operation.
Second Nonlinear Model
In developing the previous model it was noticed that the gain,
K, of the linear model is almost linearly related to the final 
value of the state variable, C^, obtained by applying a step distur­
bance to the process. The same thing was noticed for the time
constant x. Therefore, the following nonlinear model is proposed:
(al + bl C(t))-C(t) + c(t) = (a2 + b2 C(t)) M(t-t^) [9]
IVhat has been done is to fit K and x as functions of C(t). That is:
K = a2 + b2 C(t) [10]
and X = al + bl C(t) [11]
To obtain the data for these fits we make use of the process reaction 
curves. What we do is to evaluate K from one of these curves as is
done for the linear model. This gives us one point in the graph of
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K vs. Cg. The value of used in these graphs is the final
value, new steady state, in the process reaction curve. We then 
evaluate t, from the same curve, as is done for the linear model.
This gives us one point in the graph of t vs. C^. To obtain the 
parameters of equations [1 0 ] and [1 1 ] we need at least two data 
points, for each graph, obtained from two process reaction curves.
It is even better to use three, or more data points, for each graph, 
and fit the best straight line through these points. Before con­
tinuing we must stress the point that for this nonlinear model the 
state variable C(t) is a perturbed variable.
Let's demonstrate the evaluation of the parameters of this 
model by means of two examples. Again, the first example is the 
reactor used to demonstrate the first nonlinear model. Figure 11-10 
shows the response curves for disturbances of 1.0 cc/sec, 2.17 
cc/sec and 3.0 cc/sec. These disturbances are also perturbed vari­
ables. From these curves we obtain:
Ml = 1.0 cc/sec C = 0.672 x 10~**̂  K = 0.672 x lO"** — .s cc cc-(cc/sec)
T = 81 secs
M2 = 2.17 cc/sec C = 0.163 x lo"^^- K  = 0.752 x 10~4 — --s cc cc-(cc/sec)
T = 90 secs
M3 = 3.0 cc/sec C = 0.249 x 10“3 -S-iS2i k = 0.830 x lO"** — 8 mol--s cc cc-(cc/sec)
T = 96 secs
Figures 11-11 and 11-12 show these two parameters, K and t 
respectively, plotted against C^. From these figures the following 
fits of K vs. C(t) and t v s . C(t) result:
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FIGURE 11-10
REACTOR'S RESPONSE CURVES FOR THREE DISTURBANCES
LEGEND
^Disturbance = 1.0 cc/sec 
^  Disturbance = 3.0 cc/sec
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FIGURE 11-11
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FIGURE 11-12
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K = 0.613 X 10"4 + 0.0891 C(t), g mol/cc [12]
and T = 71.2 + 115.3 x 10^ C(t), sec. [13]
As it was done with the first nonliner model we calculate, t̂ . 
That is, t^ = 8 . secs. Finally, the nonlinear model becomes:
(71.2 + 115.3 X lO^CCt))--̂ -^ + C(t) = (0.613 x 10“*+
+ 0.0891 C(t)) M(t-8 .). [14]
Figures 11-13 and 11-14 show the response of the simulated reactor 
and of the second nonlinear model to disturbances of 1.0 cc/sec 
and 2.5 cc/sec. This nonlinear model predicts quite well the 
response, dynamics and steady state, of the reactor.
The second example is the oil heater previously described.
Three disturbances are used to obtain the necessary data to evaluate
the model's parameters. The disturbances are A(vp) = -0.2,
A(vp) = 0.2 and A(vp) = 0.5. Figure 11-15 shows the heater's 
response curves to these three disturbances. From these curves the 
following data is obtained:
Ml = -0.2A(vp) = -18.69°F K = 93.45°F/A(vp) t  = 84.5 secs
M2 = 0.2A(vp) = 8.10°F K = 40.50°F/A(vp) t = 39.5 secs
M3 = 0.5A(vp) Cg = 13.12°F K = 26.24°F/A(vp) t  = 25.5 secs
The graphs of K vs. and t v s . C^ are presented in Figures
11-16 and 11-17 respectively. The resulting fits are:
K = 53.85 - 2.12 C(t), °F/A(vp) [15]
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FIGURE 11-13
RESPONSE OF REACTOR AND SECOND NONLINEAR MODEL TO 
DISTURBANCE OF 1.0 CC/SEC.
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FIGURE 11-14
RESPONSE OF REACTOR AND SECOND NONLINEAR MODEL TO 
____________DISTURBANCE OF 2.5 CC/SEC.___________
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FIGURE 11-15 
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER TO THREE DISTURBANCES
LEGEND
O  Disturbance A(VP) = 0.5Q  Disturbance A(VP) = 0.2 
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FIGURE 11-17
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and T = 49.75 - 1.86 C(t), sec [16]
The value of t is calculated in the same manner as for the first o
nonlinear model. This gives t^ = 3 secs. The model then becomes
(49.75 - 1.86 C(t)) + C(t) = (53.85-2.12 C(t))M(t-3) [17]
The response of the oil heater and of the second order nonlinear 
model to disturbances of A(vp) = -0.2 and A(vp) = 0.5 are presented 
in Figures 11-18 and 11-19 respectively. Again, this nonlinear 
model describes quite well the dynamics and steady state of the 
heater. In the next section this nonlinear model is compared to the 
linear model.
Before concluding this section an important point needs to be 
analyzed. From equation [9] we obtain;
= ((a2 + b2 C(t))M(t-t^) - C(t))/(al + bl C(t)) [18]
The above equation goes unstable if the denominator term equals zero. 
That is,if :
al + bl C(t) = 0.0
This is most certainly a possibility but, let's look at our two exam­
ples. For the reactor, from equation [13]:
3
71.2 + 115.3 X 10 C(t) = 0
To satisfy this equality:
C(t) = -0.618 X 10 3 g mol/cc 
from where the actual state variable must be:
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FIGURE 11-18
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER AND SECOND NONLINEAR MODEL 
TO DISTURBANCE A(VP) = -0.2
LEGEND
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FIGURE 11-19
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER AND SECOND NONLINEAR MODEL TO 
DISTURBANCE A(VP) = 0.5
LEGEND
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c(t) = C(t) + Cgg
= -0.618 X 10-3 + 0.162 x 10"3
c(t) = -0.456 X 10“3 g mol/cc
but this is a physical impossibility since the outlet concentration 
of component A can not be negative.
For the oil heater, from equation [16]:
49.75 - 1.86 C(t) = 0
To satisfy this equality:
C(t) = 26.7°F 
from where the actual state variable must be:
c(t) = C(t) + c^g
= 26.7 + 149.1 
c(t) = 175.8 °F
Now, if the steam valve is fully opened the maximum temperature at­
tained by the oil is 163°F. It will never reach 175.8°F. Therefore, 
in the two cases studied the denominator term of equation [18] will 
never be zero.
A more general way to analyze this problem is the following.
The denominator term of equation [18] represents the time constant of 
the system, equation [1 1 ], and it is not likely that it will ever be 
zero.
Comparison with Linear Model
In this section we want to compare the nonlinear models previously 
developed with the so often used linear model. To start, let's use
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the chemical reactor example to compare these models. From Figure 
II-2 for the process reaction curve corresponding to a disturbance 
of 1.0 cc/sec we obtain the following linear model
81. + C(t) = 0.672 X 10-4 M(t-S) [19]
Equations [7] and [14] are the first nonlinear model and the second 
nonlinear model respectively of the reactor.
Figure 11-20 shows the response of the simulated reactor and of 
the three models to a disturbance of 1.0 cc/sec. Of course, the 
linear model describes the system as well as the nonlinear models 
since it was obtained at this disturbance. Figures 11-21 and 11-22 
show the responses for disturbances of 2.17 cc/sec and 3.0 cc/sec 
respectively. We can notice from these figures how much better the 
nonlinear models are than the linear model. They describe the reactor 
over a wider range of the state variable. Essentially, we can say 
that for these disturbances the linearity of the linear model has 
broken down, and the model does not describe the reactor. An in­
teresting point is the following. The linear model, equation [19], can 
be made to fit Figure II-2, M(t) = 2.17 cc/sec, by changing the 
gain, K, and time constant, t . A s a matter of fact, the linear model 
can be made to fit most responses as long as we keep changing the 
gain and time constant. The point is that both nonlinear models auto­
matically make this change.
Let's now compare these three models with the oil heater example. 
The linear model is obtained based on a disturbance of 0.2 in valve 
position. Figure 11-23 shows the corresponding process reaction 
curve. From this figure we obtain the following model
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FIGURE 11-20
RESPONSE OF REACTOR, LINEAR, FIRST AND SECOND NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO DISTURBANCE OF 1.0 CC/SEC
3  Actual Simulated Reactor 
!̂  First Nonlinear Model
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FIGURE 11-21
RESPONSE OF REACTOR, LINEAR, FIRST AND SECOND NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO DISTURBANCE OF 2.17 CC/SEC
! LEGEND
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FIGURE 11-22
RESPONSE OF REACTOR, LINEAR, FIRST AND SECOND NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO DISTURBANCE OF 3.0 CC/SEC
LEGEND
□  Actual Simulated Reactor 
t. First Nonlinear Model
0  Linear Model 
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FIGURE 11-23 
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39.5 — + C(t) = 40.5 M(t-3.) [20]
Equations [8 ] and [17] are the first nonlinear model and second 
nonlinear model respectively of the oil heater.
Figure 11-24 shows the response of the heater and of the three 
models to a disturbance of A(vp) = 0.2. Since the linear model was 
evaluated at this disturbance it describes the heater as well as the 
nonlinear models. Figures 11—25 and 11—26 show the responses for 
disturbances of A(vp)=0.4 and A(vp)=0.5. Again, at these disturbances 
the linearity of the linear model has broken down and, therefore, 
this model does not describe the system. The nonlinear models still 
describe the heater extremely well.
So far we have demonstrated how these nonlinear models behave, 
and compared with the linear model, when subject to a step change 
disturbance. At this point we will show how these models behave when 
subject to two other kinds of disturbances. For this we will make
use of the oil heater example. Equations [20], [8 ] and [17] are
the linear, first nonlinear, and second nonlinear models respectively 
of this heater. The first disturbance we will examine is that in 
which we open the valve wide open, vp = 1 .0 , for two minutes and then 
close it to 80% open, vp = 0.8, for the rest of the time. Figure
11-27 shows how the simulated heater and the three models respond to 
this. From this figure we can see how much "better" the nonlinear
models are compared to the linear model.
The next disturbance we cant to demonstrate is a ramp function 
disturbance. Again, we will use the oil heater as the example.
Figure 11-28 shows the responses to this kind of disturbance. What
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FIGURE 11-24
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER, LINEAR, FIRST AND SECOND NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO DISTURBANCE A(VP) = 0.2
I ..J
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FIGURE 11-25
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER, LINEAR, FIRST AND SECOND NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO DISTURBANCE A(VP) =0.4
LEGEND
O  Linear Model 
I Second Nonlinear Model
0  Actual Simulated Oil Heater 
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FIGURE 11-26
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER, LINEAR, FIRST AND SECOND NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO DISTURBANCE A(VP) = 0.5
LEGEND
®  Linear Model 
+  Second Nonlinear Model
Actual Simulated Oil Heater 
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FIGURE 11-27
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER, LINEAR, FIRST AND SECOND NONLINEAR 
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FIGURE 11-28
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER, LINEAR, FIRST AND SECOND NONLINEAR MODELS 
TO A RAMP DISTURBANCE OF (AVP) = 0.01 *TIME UP TO A(VP)=0.6
LEGEND
IC Actual Simulated Oil Heater 
IA First Nonlinear Model
O  Linear Model 
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we have done is to open the steam valve in a ramp manner, that is, 
at a constant rate. More specifically
M(t - t^) = 0.01 A(vp)/sec 
This continues up to M(t-t^) = 1.0. Figure 11-28 demonstrates how 
much more exact the nonlinear models behave than the linear model.
Conclusions
In this chapter we have developed two nonlinear models and, 
also, demonstrated how much "better" these models are than the often 
used linear model. When we first decided to develop these models 
we recognized the fact that the less data, from the process to be 
modeled, needed to evaluate the model's parameters the more practical 
these models would be. At the same time another fact was accepted 
and this is that if we want "better" models we must pay for this.
This, of course, is reflected in the form of more data needed to 
evaluate the models' parameters. We believe that we have been suc­
cessful in a compromise between these facts. The first nonlinear 
model requires the use of two process reaction curves, the second 
nonlinear model uses three process curves. This last model will 
probably do well if its parameters are evaluated using only two 
process curves. We have also shown that these nonlinear models behave 
more accurately than the linear model for different kinds of distur­
bances.
Before concluding we must stress one point. In Chapter I we 
pointed out the desire to develop some process models that describe 
more accurately and over a wider range of the state variable the 
behavior of these processes. This was done in this chapter. Let
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us now look at the range of the state variable these models describe. 
To do this we must refer to the "actual" state variable not the 
"perturbed" variable. At steady state the reactor outlet concentra­
tion of component A is
c^^ = 0.162 X 10 3 g mol/cc
and the coolant flow is
m “ 5.13 cc/sec s
The maximum disturbance applied to this reactor was
M(t) = 3.0 cc/sec
or m(t) = M(t) + m = 8.13 cc/secs
which gives us a new steady state of
c(t) = 0.411 X 10"3 g mol/cc 
Both nonlinear models were fitted up to this last value of c(t).
This represents 153% change in outlet concentration.
For the oil heater, at its nominal steady state, the outlet oil 
temperature is
c “ 146.09°F s
for which the valve position of the steam valve is
m “ 0.4 8
The maximum disturbance applied to this reactor was
M(t) “ 0.5
or m(t) “ M(t) + m^ = 0.9
which gives us a new steady state of
c(t) = 162.21 °F 
The minimum disturbance applied to the reactor was
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M(t) = -0.2 
or m(t) = 0.2
which gives us a new steady state of
c(t) = 127.40 °F
Both nonlinear models were fitted between these last two values of 
c(t). This represents 27% change in outlet oil temperature. Essen­
tially, for this oil heater we have fitted the whole range of the 
steam valve.
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CHAPTER III
APPLICATION OF FIRST ORDER NONLINEAR MODELS TO OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Introduction
Optimal control is an area of modern control where the need of 
process models is of great importance. Certainly, it would be 
rather difficult to apply optimal control theory without a process 
model. In this chapter we demonstrate the use of the nonlinear models, 
developed in the previous chapter, in optimal control. We also show 
how their results compare to the result obtained by using a linear 
model.
Statement of the Problem
We will make use again of the reactor example in this chapter.
The problem consists in taking the outlet concentration, state var­
iable in perturbed form, from its nominal steady state value 
C^(C^=0.0 g mol/cc) to a new steady state C2(C2 = 0.249 x 10“ mol/cc). 
We want to attain this change in a fixed amount of time t^Ct^^SOO secs) 




[(C(t) - C2)2 + oM2(t-t^)]dt
o
where: o = factor to weight M(t-t^) relative to C(t)
Solution Using First Nonlinear Model
The first nonlinear model is of the form:
56
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T + C(t) + Kic2(t) " KM(t-tJ [1]
for the reactor example the parameters are:
t = 8 secs, o
T = 74.1 secs.
K1 = -0.978 X 10^ cc/g mol 
K = 0.628 X 10”** g mol/[cc-(cc/sec) ]
To accomplish the solution of the problem the minimum principle 
technique [1] will be used. Forming the Hamiltonian;
H = c2(t)-2(C2)C(t)+(C2)2+aM2(t-t^)+l(t) [^(t-T^)-^;^--^C2(t)] [2 ]
where: A(t) = adjoint variable
The canonical equations are:
-  1ÂTET = T  c2( t )  [3J
Â(t) = = -2C(t)+2(C2)+^^+ ̂ X(t)C(t) [4]
From the minimum principle theory the Hamiltonian, H, must have an 
absolute minimum with respect to the forcing function M(t-t^), so:
3H = 2oM(t-t ) + =-t_) O TSM(t
Equation [5] gives us the optimum way in which M(t-t^) must vary to 
accomplish our objectives. Substituting equation [5] into [3] and 
[4] the canonical equations become:
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_ ClSl _ KlÇÜtl
2t o t t
A(t) = -2C(t) + 2(C2)+ ^  X(t)C(t) [7]
The initial and final values of equations [6 ] are both known:
C(0) = 0.0 g mol/cc [8a]
C(tg) = 0.249 X 10"3 g mol/cc [8b]
since these two values are known, the minimum principle sets the 
initial and final values of equation [7] as free, that is:
X(0) = free [9a]
A(t^) = free [9b]
The next step is to solve equations [6 ] and [7]. The solution 
of these equations is not straight forward since the initial condi­
tion of equation [7] is not known. What must be done is to assume 
an initial condition, X(0 ), and then integrate equations [6 ] and 
[7] simultaneously until time t^. At this time, t^, compare the 
value of C(tg) with C2. If they are the same then that is the solu­
tion of the equations. If they are not the same, another value of 
X(0) must be assumed and repeat the integration. This iteration must 
continue until C(t^) checks with C2. This procedure to obtain the 
solution of equations [6 ] and [7] was done using a digital computer. 
Appendix C presents the computer program used. A fourth order Runge- 
Kutta method [2] was used to integrate these equations and Pattern 
Search technique [3] was used to obtain the value of X(0)so that 
C(t^) and C2 agree.
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The solution of these equations gives us X(t). With A(t) we 
can calculate M*(t-t^) from equation [5]. M*(t-t^) is the optimum
way the forcing function, cooling water flow, must be manipulated 
to drive the state variable, outlet concentration of component A, 
from its initial value C(0) to its final value C2 in an amount of 
time t̂ . M*(t-t^) was then applied to the simulated reactor. The
solution is presented in the last section of this chapter.
Solution Using Second Nonlinear Model
The second nonlinear model is of the form:
(al+blC(t))-^|^ + C(t) = (a2+b2C(t))M(t-t^) [10]
The parameters of the reactor example are:
t = 8 sec. o
al = 71.2 sec.
bl = 115 X 10^ sec/(g mol/cc) 
a2 = 0.613 X 10“‘*g mol/cc-(cc/sec) 
b2 = 0.0891/(cc/sec)
Using this model of the reactor we want to obtain the solution 
of the optimal control previously exposed. Again, the minimum prin­
ciple technique is used. Forming the Hamiltonian:
H = C>(t)-2(C2)C(t)+(C2)2+oM2(t-tq)
+X(t){[(a2+b2C(t))M(t-t^)-C(t)]/[al+blC(t)]} [11]
The canonical equations are:
C(t) = = [(a2+b2C(t))M(t-t )-C(t) ]/[al+blC(t) ] [12]dA itJ O




= -2C(t) + 2(C2)
(al+blC(t))(b2M(t-t^)-l)-[(a2+b2C(t)) M(t-t^)-C(t)]bl
(al+blC(t))2
The Hamiltonian, H, must have an absolute minimum with respect to
M(t-t^), so:
3M(t-tr")' " 2aM(t-t^) + A(t)







Equation [14] gives the optimum way to manipulate M(t-t^) to accomplish 
our objectives. Substituting equation [14] into [12] and [13] the 
canonical equations become:







r _ A _
2a
-A(t)
(a2+b2C(t)) (a2+b2C(t)bl _^2(al+blC(t)) -(al+blC(t))+blC(t)
(al+blC(t))2
[16]
The Initial and final values of equations [15] and [16] are given by 
equations [8 ] and [9]. The solution of equations [15] and [16] is 
obtained in the same manner as for the previous case. The computer 
program to do this was the same as before with just the canonical 
equations being changed. The solution of these equations gives us 
A(t) and then M*(t-t^) can be calculated by means of equation [14].
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M*(t-t^) was then applied to the simulated reactor, the results are 
presented in the last section of this chapter.
Solution Using Linear Model
This section develops the solution to the optimal control 
problem using a linear model of the reactor. The following is the 
model used:
T + C(t) = KM(t-t^) [17]
the parameters of this model are:
t = 8  secs, o
T = 8 1  secs
K = 0.672 X 10“‘*(g mol/cc) /(cc/sec)
Again the minimum principle technique is used. Forming the Hamil­
tonian:
H = C2(t) - 2(C2)C(t) + (C2)2+aM2(t-t^)+A(t)
i'he canonical equations are:
^(t-t )-^-^O T [18]
»(t> - . -2C(t) + 2(c2) + [20]
Since the Hamiltonian must have an absolute minimum with respect to
M(t-t^):
Substituting equation [21] into the canonical equations
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C(t) = ^  [2 2 ]
X(t) = -2C(t) + 2(C2) + [ 2 3 ]
Equations [8 ] and [9] give the initial and final values of equations 
[22] and [23].
Equations [22] and [23] are linear differential equations which 
can be solved by LaPlace transformation or the State Transition 
technique[4]. Since the computer program was already written to 
solve the previous cases, it was also used to obtain the solution 
for this case. Again, with A(t), we can obtain M*(t-t^) from equation 
[21]. This M*(t-t^) was applied to the simulated reactor. The result 
is presented in the next section.
Comparison of Solutions and Conclusions
This section presents the solutions of the three previous sec­
tions. A comparison of these solutions is also presented. Table
II1-1 shows all solutions with some criteria so that they can be 
compared.
Before proceeding to compare the solutions let's review how this 
table was obtained. This was done by applying to the simulated 
reactor the forcing function M*(t-t^) obtained from each of the models.
Column 2 in Table III-l shows the value of the state variable 
at time t^. This is not the value of the state variable in perturbed 
form but rather the actual value, that is,
c(t) = C(t) + 0.162 X 10"3 g mol/cc

























OPTIMAL CONTROL LAWS APPLIED TO THE REACTOR-RESULTS
Model Final Value Error "tf[(C(t)-C2)-+0M2(t)]dto
M(tf-to>
Linear 0.5109x10“ mol/cc 24% 0.693x102 8.28 cc/sec
First Nonlinear 0.499x10“  ̂g mol/cc 2 1 .2% 0.583x102 6.36 cc/sec
Second Nonlinear 0.428x10”  ̂g mol/cc 4.1% 0.464x10% 6.33 cc/sec
TABLE III-2
OPTIMAL CONTROL - CONTROL IS 
WHEN THE STATE VARIABLE
RETURNED TO 
REACHES THE
A FEEDBACK CONTROLLER 
DESIRED LEVEL
Model Gain (cc/sec)/(g mol/cc) Reset, Min. Settling Time, Sec
Linear 12.0 6.0 1140.
First Nonlinear 6.0 6 . 6 920.
Second Nonlinear 10.0 6.0 860.
CNw
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The value we were trying to attain is:
c2 = C2 + 0.162 X 10-3
c2 = 0.249 X 10-3+ 0.162 x 10"3
c2 = 0.411 X 10“ 3 g mol/cc
Column 3 shows the error between this value, final value, attained 
and c2. The second nonlinear model definitely shows a superb im­
provement over the linear model and even over the first nonlinear 
model. This latter model also shows an improvement over the linear 
model.
Column 4 presents the value of the objective function that was 
to be minimized. Again, the improvement of the nonlinear models are 
easily seen. The second nonlinear model also gives a better result 
than the first nonlinear model.
The last column in Table III-l presents a very interesting com­
parison. Before making this comparison let's notice one important 
point. Practically, after forcing the reactor with M*(t-t^) for a 
time t^, we would turn to a PI, or PID, controller to maintain the 
controlled variable, state variable, at its new set point. This feed­
back controller would have to allow more or less cooling water flow, 
manipulative variable, in order to maintain set point. Because of 
this, it would be good if M*(t^-t^) equals the necessary value to 
keep this set point. From Figure II-3 it is noticed that we need 
M(t^-t^) =3.0 cc/sec to have C(t^) = C2. So the closer M*(t^-t^) 
is to 3.0 cc/sec the less the controller must change the coolant flow 
and, therefore, the less overshoot, or, undershoot. Column 4 in 
Table III-l presents M*(t^-t^). Both nonlinear models are quite
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doser to the value of 3.0 cc/sec necessary to maintain the new 
steady state at C2. All of the above doesn't have anything to do with 
the manner in which the reactor was driven to its new steady state. 
But, it is certainly very important, after time t^, to keep the feed­
backs controller from working "too hard" to maintain set point.
In this example the reactor outlet concentration was driven from:
c(t) = 0.162 X 10"3 g mol/cc 
to c(t^)= c2 = 0.411 X 10"3 g mol/cc
which represents a change of 153% in outlet concentration. This is 
an extremely big, but possible, change. The comparison shows that 
the nonlinear models give better results than the linear model.
Before concluding one more point needs to be analyzed. From 
Table III-l it is noticed that when the control law is applied to the 
simulated reactor the concentration of component at t^ overshoots the 
desired final value. This is true for all three control laws. At 
this point we can argue the following. Why not switch to a feedback 
controller when the state variable reaches the desired value? This 
was also done in this chapter. Before returning control to the feed­
back controller the value of the forcing function needed to maintain 
set point was calculated by each model. The forcing function was 
then set at this value.
Table III-2 presents the solution to this case. This table gives 
the controller tuning for each model. Also, the settling time, time 
taking to attain steady state, is presented. Steady state is defined 
as when the state variable is within + 0.01 from the desired level. 
From this table is noticed that the nonlinear models have smaller
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settling time than that from the linear model. Figure III-l shows 
the response of the reactor when this control law is applied.
Appendix C presents the optimal control law obtained in this 
chapter.
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FIGURE III-l
OPTIMAL CONTROL - CONTROL IS RETURNED TO A FEEDBACK CONTROLLER 
WHEN THE STATE VARIABLE REACHES THE DESIRED LEVEL
LEGEND
0  First Nonlinear ModelD  Linear Model 
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CHAPTER IV
APPLICATION OF FIRST ORDER NONLINEAR MODELS 
TO DEAD TIME COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE
Introduction
Some of the most difficult systems to control are those in which 
dead time is a significant characteristic of the system. As Shinskey 
[1] says, the dead time is the "difficult element to control." Be­
cause of dead time, the control loops must be tuned rather slowly 
depending on the magnitude of the dead time, to avoid instability. 
Therefore, this results in a very slow recovery time.
This chapter presents a technique to compensate for dead time, 
dead time compensation, developed by Otto J. M. Smith [2]. This 
technique will permit more lively tuning of the feedback controller 
and will improve on the control of systems with dead time. This 
technique requires the use of a model of the process to be used as 
part of the control system. Solutions using each of the nonlinear 
models and the linear model are obtained and compared with each 
other. The control of the system without any compensation is also 
presented.
Dead Time Compensation Technique
In this section a short discussion of the technique is presented, 
and references are also given.
Basically, the idea behind this technique is that the control 
system is composed of a transfer function, G(s), and a dead time, t^,
69
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as shown in Figure IV-1. If we could measure the output of G(s) 
and feed this signal to the controller we could control the system 
much easier than by using the output of the dead time as measured 
variable to the controller. Essentially, if this is done the dead 
time has been eliminated. However, in most cases this is not possible 
because the dead time does not occur as a separate element in the 
plant but rather is distributed throughout [3]
What dead time compensation tries to do is to predict the 
output of G(s) and use this signal as the input to the controller.
Most identification techniques yield a model of the process contain­
ing two elements, Gm(s) and t^^. Having this model we could arrange 
the system in the way shown in Figure IV-2. The output of the con­
troller, which is measurable, is passed through the plant model,
Gm(s), and its output is sent to the controller. The output from 
Gm(s) is also sent through the model dead time and its output is used 
to cancel the process' output. If the model of G(s), Gm(s) and of t̂ , 
t^^, were perfect, the cancellation of the process' output, that is,
C(t-t ) - C (t-t ), would be absolute and, essentially, there would o m om
be no feedback from the process. For the more realistic case, that
is, G(s) Gm(s) and t f t the output of the first summer is theo om
model error. In any case, even with imperfect modeling the control 
of the process with compensation is much easier than with no compen­
sation.
One important point to be recognized is that when this technique 
was first introduced the implementation of dead time was rather 
difficult to obtain. With the advent of digital computers to the
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control field this implementation is rather easy. An excellent 
example of industrial application of dead time compensation is given 
by Lupfer and Oglesby [4]. Bakke [5] has showed that with a first 
order lag as the model for G(s) great benefits have been obtained 
from this technique. In the next sections we show that by using the 
nonlinear models already developed significant improvements are ob­
tained over the first order lag.
Application of Dead Time Compensation to ^  Chemical Reactor 
Statement of the Problem
Again, the so often used stirred tank reactor is used to demon­
strate and compare the use of different models with the dead time 
compensation technique. The following cases are tried:
1. No compensation
2. Compensation with linear model
3. Compensation with first nonlinear model
4. Compensation with second nonlinear model
These four cases are applied to a set point change in output concen­
tration from the reactor. This change is from
c(t) = 0.162 X 10"3 g mol/cc
to c(t) = 0.350 X 10"3 g mol/cc
This corresponds to a 116% change in set point. In perturbed variable
form from
C(t) = 0.0 g mol/cc 
to C(t) = 0.188 X 10"3 g mol/cc
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To compare all of the above cases the integral of the absolute
error is used, that is:
ft
J = output concentration - set point|dt
There is also another criterion that can be used and this is the 
amount of time taken by the system to attain the desired change, 
settling time.
Simulation and Modeling
A dead time in the outlet concentration of the reactor has been 
added, twenty minutes. Because of this dead time, the parameter t^ 
in the linear and nonlinear models has been changed. Figures IV-3 
shows the process reaction curve for a disturbance of 3.0 cc/sec in 
coolant flow rate. From this figure we obtain:
t = 1208 sec. om
This value of t is used for all three models. The other parameters om
in each model are not changed. The application of dead time compen­
sation requires the separation of the model, Gm(s), from the dead 
time. The models used are the following:
Linear Model
81.0 + C(t) = 0.672 X 10-4 M(t)
First Nonlinear Model
74.1 + C(t) - 0.978 X 10+3c2(t)at
= 0.628 X 10“4M(t)
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FIGURE IV-3
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Second Nonlinear Model
(71.2 + 115,3 X lO^CCt)) + C(t)
= (0.613 X 10-4 + 0.0891 C(t)) M(t)
The dead time simulation for all three models is the same, that 
is, the parameter t^^ is the same. Appendix D contains the computer 
program written to obtain the solution of this technique when applied 
to the reactor.
Results
Before presenting the results one important point must be men­
tioned. For each of the four cases compared, the feedback controller, 
PI controller, has been tuned differently. This has been done to 
obtain the "best" controller tuning for each case as to be fair in 
the comparison. Table IV-1 shows the tuning parameters for each 
case.
As was mentioned the technique is applied to a set point change 
in output concentration from the reactor. This change is from 
C(t) = 0.0 g mol/cc 
to C(t) = 0.188 X 10"3 g mol/cc
Table IV-2 shows the results from the simulation. The first column 
gives the settling time, that is the time taken by each case to achieve 
steady state. Steady state is obtained when c(t) is constantly 
within +0.01 from the desired value. The advantage of using compen­
sation over that of no compensation at all is easily seen. Using 
a linear model as the compensation model cuts the settling time by 
30.7% from that of no compensation. By using the first nonlinear
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model the settling time Is cut by 66.5% from that of no compensation 
and by 51.8% from the one obtained by using a linear model. The 
second nonlinear model shows a smaller settling time than the previous 
ones even though not too different from the first nonlinear model. 
Certainly, the use of nonlinear models has greatly reduced the settling 
time.
The second column of Table IV-2 shows the value of the Integral 
of the absolute error. Again, the benefit of compensation over that 
of no compensation is demonstrated. Also noticeable is the improve­
ment obtained by using the nonlinear models. The first nonlinear 
model shows an 89% reduction from that of no compensation and a 15.6% 
reduction from that of a linear model compensation. The second non­
linear model shows a 91% reduction from that of no compensation and 
a 27% reduction from that of a linear model compensation.
Figure IV-4 shows the response of the reactor and the three com­
pensation cases to the set point change In the feedback controller. 
From this figure it can be appreciated the improvement obtained by 
using compensation and by using the nonlinear models as compensation 
model.
TABLE IV-1
REACTOR-TUNING PARAMETERS FOR FEEDBACK CONTROLLER
Case Gain, (cc/sec)/(g mol/cc) Reset Time , Min.
No Compensation 3.0 1.0
Linear Model 60.0 0.9
First Nonlinear Model 50,0 0.9
Second Nonlinear Model 50.0 0.9
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FIGURE IV-4
COMPARISON OF REACTOR'S RESPONSE TO A SET POINT CHANCE. 
DEAD TIME COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE
LEGEND
No Compensation
First Nonlinear Model Compensation^ Se^gnd Nonlinear Model Compen-
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Application of Dead Time Compensation Technique to An Oil Heater 
Statement of the Problem
In this section the oil heater example from Chapter II is used
to further demonstrate the benefits obtained by using the nonlinear
models as compensation model. The four cases tried in the previous 
example are also tried in this example. These four cases are applied 
to a set point change in outlet oil temperature from the heater.
This change is from
c(t) = 149°F 
to c(t) = 157 °F
In perturbed variable form from
C(t) = 0.0 °F 
to C(t) = 8 . °F
To compare all the cases the integral of the absolute error and
the settling time are used again.
Simulation and Modeling
A dead time in the outlet oil temperature of the heater has been 
added, five minutes. Figure IV-5 shows the response of the oil
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FIGURE IV-5
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heater to a distrubance of A(vp) ™ 0.2. From this process reaction
curve a new value of the parameter t can be obtained:om
t = 303. sec om
This value of T is used in all three models. The other parameters om
of each model are unchanged. The models used as compensation model 
are the following:
Linear Model
39.5 + C(t) = 40.5 M(t)
First Nonlinear Model
34.95 + C(t) + 0.0325 C^Ct) = 37.4 M(t)
Second Nonlinear Model
(49.75 - 1.86 C(t)) + c(t)
= (53.85 - 2.12 C(t))M(t)
As mentioned above, the dead time simulation for all three models 
is the same. Appendix D presents the computer program used to obtain 
the solution of this technique when applied to the oil heater.
Results
As with the previous example, the feedback controller, PI con­
troller, has been tuned to obtain the "best" possible control for 
each case. Table IV-3 presents the tuning parameters for each case.
Table IV-4 shows the results from the simulation. The second 
column presents the settling time, time taken to achieve steady state. 
Steady state is obtained when c(t) is within + 0.01 from the desired 
value. The third column shows the value of the integral of the
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TABLE I V - 3
OIL HEATER-TUNING PARAMETERS FOR FEEDBACK CONTROLLER
Case Gain, A(vp)/*F Reset, Min.
No Compensation 0.00002 20
Linear Model 0.005 6.6
First Nonlinear Model 0.005 6 . 6
Second Nonlinear Model 0.005 6 . 6
TABLE IV-4
DEAD TIME COMPENSATION - OIL HEATER





No Compensation 1640 0.652 E+04
Linear Model 1060 0.304 E+04
First Nonlinear Model 660 0.305 E+04
Second Nonlinear Model 300 0.245 E+04
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absolute error. The advantage of compensation over that of no 
compensation at all is clearly seen. Even the improvement of the 
nonlinear models over the linear model is very noticeable.
Conclusions
In this chapter the benefits of using the dead time compensation 
technique to control systems, with significant dead time, have been 
demonstrated. Furthermore, the improvement obtained by using the 
nonlinear models as compensation model over that of using a linear 
model has also been shown. This is indeed a very practical use for 
the nonlinear models developed in Chapter II.
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CHAPTER V
DEVELOPMENT OF A SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR APPROXIMATE MODEL 
Introduction
In Chapter II two first order nonlinear models were developed. 
These models were also compared to a first order linear model and 
proved to be "better" than the linear model. In this chapter, a 
second order nonlinear model is developed. It is expected to des­
cribe the state variable more accurately over a wider range than a 
second order linear model. As with the first order nonlinear model, 
we have been extremely concerned in making the evaluation of the 
parameters of this model as easy and practical as possible. Also, 
we have tried to develop a general model. This generality is sug­
gested by characterizing two different process units with this non­
linear model. The response of this model is compared with that of a 
second order linear model.
Development of the Model
A second order linear model is of the following form:
T)T2 + (T1+T2) + C(t) = KM(t) [1]
where: t = independent variable, time
C(t) = state variable, perturbed form 
M(t) = disturbance, perturbed form 
tj,T2 and K = parameters of the model
85
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From the development of the first order nonlinear models we 
found that, for the cases studied, the parameter K, gain, is almost 
linearly related to the final value of the state variable, C^g» 
obtained by applying a step change disturbance to the process. To 
review, let's go over how this was done in Chapter II. The idea is 
to disturb the process in a step manner, that is, by changing the 
value of M(t) from its nominal value to a new level. Ml. From the 
response of the process we can obtain a process reaction curve.
Figure V-1 shows a typical process reaction curve. The ordinate is 
the value of the actual state variable, c(t), not the perturbed 
variable, C(t). From this curve we can obtain a value of K, by divid­
ing the change in the value of the state variable, Ac^, by the magni­
tude of the disturbance, Am^:
K Ami
Remembering that a perturbed variable equals the actual variable 
minus its nominal steady state, we can express the above as:
^1 =  "̂=1 
Ml = Am̂
Therefore _
K = ̂  [2]
Ml
This gives us a point on the graph of K vs. . The value of
is the new steady state, C%, of the process. We continue doing 
this for three or more disturbances. At this point we have enough 
data points to obtain a relationship. As shown in Chapter II, a
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FIGURE V-1
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linear relationship provides a satisfactory fit, that is;
K = a3 + b3 C(t) [3]
Murrill [1 ] explains how to obtain the other two parameters,
Tj and Tg, for the linear model. In developing the nonlinear model 
we noticed that the terms and t ^+tj of the linear model behave
in a similar manner to the parameter K. That is a relation between 
Ti Tg and C(t) and between T1+T2 and C(t) can also be obtained. The 
way to do this is to evaluate, as is done for the linear model, for 
each disturbance, the parameters xi and T2 . From these values we 
can obtain the terms T2 T2 and T2+T2 . Each of these terms are then 
plotted vs. C g as was done with the parameter K. From each plot 
we can then obtain a linear relationship, that is,
Ti T2 = al + bl C(t) [4]
T1+T2 = a2 + b2 C(t) [5]
The model then becomes:
(al + bl C(t)) -̂— + (a2 + b2 C(t))^§^ + C(t) dt2 at
= (a3 + b3 C(t))M(t) [6 ]
Let's now demonstrate the evaluation of this model by means of 
the reactor and oil heater examples of the previous chapters. To 
review, let's remember that in the reactor an exothermic reaction of 
the type
A ^ B
takes place. The reactor is cooled by means of a cooling coil. In
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FIGURE V-2
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this example, the state variable is the outlet concentration of com­
ponent A, c(t) = C^(t), and the forcing function is the water flow 
through the coil, m(t) = F^.
Before beginning the evaluation of the model for this example 
we must stress that in the model, equation [6 ], the state variable, 
C(t), and the forcing function, M(t), are perturbed variables. 
Figures V-2, V-3 and V-4 show the reactor's response, actual state 
variable, to disturbances of = -2.0 cc/sec, = 1.0 cc/sec 
and Mg = 3.0 cc/sec respectively. From these curves, we obtain;
M(t), cc/sec Cgg, g mole/cc K, g mole/cc-(cc/sec) Tisecs %2 secs
-2.0 -0.0989x10“3 0.494x10“^ 8.26 41.0
3 41.5 0.1056x10“ 0.704x10“ 22.68 57.20
3 4
3.0 0.249x10“ 0.830x10“ 27.70 81.7
Figures V-5, V-6 and V-7 show the relationships K vs. C(t), tjT2 
vs. C(t) and (Ti+Tg) vs. C(t) respectively. From these graphs we 
obtain:
4
K = 0.613 X 10“ + 0.0891 C(t) [7]
,3
TiT2 = 870.42 + 5383.5 x 10+ C(t) [8 ]
.3
T1+T2 = 66.35 + 172.9 x 10+ C(t) [9]
Therefore, the model is:
(870.42 + 5383.5 x lO^CCt)) + (66.35 + 172.9 x 10^0(1)
+ C(t) = (0.613 X 10“4 + 0.0891 C(t)) M(t) [10]
In the next section this nonlinear model is compared to the linear 
model.
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FIGURE V-6
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FIGURE V-7
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Let's now evaluate the nonlinear model for the oil heater exam­
ple. To review, oil is flowing through the tubes of a heat exchanger 
while being heated by condensing saturated steam on the shell side.
In this example, the outlet oil temperature is the state variable, 
c(t) = T(t), and the steam valve position the forcing function, 
m(t) = vp. The nominal value of the steam valve position is:
m = V = 0.4 s ps
This valve varies from:
vp = 0 valve fully closed
to vp = 1.0 valve fully opened
Figures V-8 , V-9 and V-10 show the heater's response, actual
state variable, to disturbances of A(vp) = -0.2, A(vp) = 0.2 and
A(vp) =0.5 respectively. From these curves we obtain:
M(t), cc/sec Cgg, °F Kj °F/A(vp) Xj, secs %2 , secs
-0.2 -18.69 93.45 4.47 78.76
0.2 8.10 40.50 5.13 27.65
0.5 13.12 26.24 4.20 18.48
Figures V-11, V-12 and V-13 show the relationships K vs. C(t),
Xit2 vs. C(t) and T j+T2 v s . C(t) respectively. From these graphs we
obtain:
K = 53.85 - 2.12 C(t) [11]
X1X2 = 195.2 - 8.39 C(t) [12]
X1+X2 = 47.72 - 1.9 C(t) [13]
The model then becomes:
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FIGURE V-9
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FIGURE V-10
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FIGURE V-11
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FIGURE V-12
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FIGURE V-13
OIL HEATER'- SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR MODEL. (Ti+Tg) VS. C(t)
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(195.2 - 8.39 C(t)) + (47,72 - 1.9 C(t)) + C(t)
dt
= (53.85 - 2.12 C(t))M(t) [14]
One point to be mentioned here, is the fact that this nonlinear model
is good over most of the steam valve range. This is so because we
fit the parameters between
vp = 0.2
and vp = 0.9
Comparison with Linear Model
In this section we expect to demonstrate the advantage of the 
nonlinear model over the linear model. This is done by comparing the 
responses of the linear and nonlinear models with that of the simulated 
process units.
The linear model of the reactor is:
1143.45 + 91.85 + C(t) = 0.672 x lO"^ ̂ (t) [15]
Tin’s model is obtained based on a disturbance of 1.0 cc/sec. Let's 
first compare the models when step disturbances are applied. Figures 
V-14 and V-15 show the responses of the models and of the simulated 
reactor actual state variable, when disturbances of 2.17 cc/sec and 
J.O cc/sec are applied. The nonlinear model describes the response 
cf the reactor much better than the linear model. These two figures 
demonstrate that the nonlinear model describes the process more 
accurately over a wider range of the state variable than the linear 
model. For a disturbance of 1.0 cc/sec, the linear model describes 
the process as well as the nonlinear model. This is so because the
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FIGURE V-15
RESPONSE OF REACTOR, LINEAR AND SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO A DISTURBANCE OF 3.0 CC/SEC
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linear model was evaluated based on this disturbance. Before con­
tinuing let’s note one important point. The disturbances of 2.17 
cc/sec and 3.0 cc/sec represent a change of 38.9% and 58.4% respective­
ly in cooling water flow, forcing function.
Next, let’s compare the models when another kind of disturbance 
is applied. This new disturbance is that of a ramp function, that 
is, the forcing function is increased at a constant rate:
M(t) = 0.0125 *time cc/sec 
This continues up to M(t) = 5. then this value is kept constant.
Figure V-16 shows the three responses. Again, the nonlinear model 
proves to describe the process more accurately than the linear model.
The oil heater nonlinear model is now compared to a linear model. 
The following is the linear model, of the heater, to be used:
141.84 + 32. 78 + C(t) = 40.5 M(t) [16]
the model is obtained based on a disturbance of 0.2 change in valve 
position.
Figures V-17, V-18 and V-19 show the response of the nonlinear 
model, equation [14], the linear model, equation [16], and the 
simulated oil heater to disturbances of -0.2, 0.2 and 0.5 respective­
ly. For the disturbance of 0.2, Figure V-18, the linear model is as 
good as the nonlinear model; this is the disturbance used to obtain 
the linear model. But, for the other two disturbances of -0.2 cc/sec 
and 0.5 cc/sec. Figures V-17 and V-19, the nonlinear model describes 
the heater more accurately than the linear model.
As with the reactor, the next disturbance used to compare the 
models is a ramp function disturbance. The ramp disturbance is:
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FIGURE V-17
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER, LINEAR AND SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO A DISTURBANCE A(VP) = -0.2
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FIGURE V-18
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER, LINEAR AND SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO A DISTURBANCE A(VP) =0.2
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FIGURE V-19
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER, LINEAR AND SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR 
MODELS TO A DISTURBANCE OF A(VP) =0.5
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M(t) = 0.01 *Tlme (secs.)
That is, open the valve, from its nominal steady state, to full
opened in one minute. Figure V-20 shows how the models compare for
this disturbance. Again, the nonlinear model describes the simulated 
heater better than the linear model.
Conclusions
It has been demonstrated in the previous sections that for these 
two very common process units, reactor and oil heater, the nonlinear 
model describes the units "better" than the linear model. The 
method developed to obtain the nonlinear model is general in the 
sense that we can disturb most systems in a step change manner and
from the system's response the parameters of the linear model can be
evaluated. By doing this three or more times a relationship between 
the parameters and the state variable can be obtained. In the 
two process units studied a linear relationship has been obtained.
An important point is the fact that this relationship covers a wide 
range of the state variable. This relationship is also what makes 
the nonlinear model "better" than the linear model. Because of it 
the model automatically "adapts" the parameters as the state variable 
changes.
One final remark before concluding, to evaluate the nonlinear 
"cdel,three or more process reaction curves are needed as compared 
to one for the linear model. Certainly, this is not too desirable 
but, if a "better" model is to be developed more information about 
the process is needed. We believe that the results obtained by using 
the nonlinear models are well worth the price.
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FIGURE V-20
RESPONSE OF OIL HEATER, LINEAR AND SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR 
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CHAPTER V I
APPLICATION OF SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR MODEL 
TO TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
Introduction
In this chapter the application of the second order nonlinear 
model, developed in the previous chapter, to a time optimal control 
problem is presented. The reactor example is again used to illustrate 
this application. Using a second order nonlinear model of the 
reactor a control law is obtained, switching time, TS, and final 
time, TF. This control is obtained by applying the minimum princi­
ple [1] to the nonlinear model. Another control law is obtained by 
using a linear model of the reactor. Finally, the two control laws 
are applied to the simulated reactor and the results compared.
Statement of the Problem and Review of Time Optimal Control
In this chapter the stirred tank reactor is used again. The 
purpose of the problem is to drive the reactor's outlet concentration 
from Its nominal steady state to a new level. The time to do this is
to bo minimized. Expressing the above in mathematical form, it is
cotjred to drive the system from
C(0) = 0.0 g mol/cc
C(0) =0.0 g mol/cc-sec
to C(TF)= 0.249 X 10“  ̂g mol/cc
C(TF) =0.0 g mol/cc-sec
114







where: TF = final time, secs.
The forcing function, mainipualtive variable, is restricted by
-3.0 cc/sec M(t) ^  5.0 cc/sec
Optimal control theory, Pontryagin's minimum principle, concludes 
that for linear systems the time optimal control is bang-bang in 
nature. That is, the controls will assume only extremal values 
switching from one extreme to the other. For nonlinear systems of 
the form
Av  —  —  —  —  —
^  = f(x) + F(x)m(t) [1]
where: x = state variable vector
f(x) = vector, which is a function of the state
variable, may be nonlinear
F(x) = matrix, which is a function of the state 
variable, may be nonlinear
m(t) = forcing function vector
the time optimal control is also bang-bang in nature [1 ].
For linear systems the maximum number of switches of the controls 
can be predicted. They are given by:
Switches = n - 1 
where: n = order of the system.
For nonlinear systems there is no way to predict the maximum number 
of switches. A more extended review of time optimal control is given 
by Koppel [4] and Lapidus [5].
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Solution of Problem Using Nonlinear Model
The nonlinear model, of the stirred reactor, is of the form:
f(C(t)) — + g(C(t))-^^ +C(t) = k(c(t))M(t) [2]
where: C(t) = state variable, perturbed form (g mol/cc)
M(t) = forcing function, perturbed form (cc/sec) 
f(C(t)) = 870.42 + 5383.5 x lO^CCt) (secs^) 
g(C(t)) = 66.35 + 172.9 x 10  ̂C(t) (gees) 
k(C(t)) = 0.613 X 10-4 + 0.0891 C(t) (g mol/cc-(cc/sec))
To obtain the control law to accomplish the solution of the 
problem the minimum principle technique is used [6 ]. Equation [2] 
can be reduced to two first order equations:
= C(t) [3]
and: = [k(C(t))M(t) - C(t) - g(C(t))C(t) ]/f (C(t)) [4]
Forming the Hamiltonian;
H = 1 +Al(t)C(t) + A2(t) [k(C(t))M(t)
- C(t) - g(C(t))C(t)]/f(C(t)) [5]
from which the adjoint equations can be obtained:
U ( t )  -  .  - a2(0
[ f ( c ( t ) )  X
k(C(t))M(t)-C(t)-g(C(t))C(t)]^ - ^ P
[6]
f(C(t))
= iETET = -A l ( t )  + A2(t) [7]
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From the Hamiltonian, equation [5], we notice that to minimize H 
subject to the restriction on the forcing function, M(t) we need:
M*(t) =
5.0 < 0
-3.0 = = / s e = , ^ 2 m M ^  > 0
[8]
Equation [8 ] indicates the correct control action. When
A2(t)k(C(t)) ^ 
f(C(t))
there is no indication of the correct action. This situation is 
called singularity. When this happens the minimum principle does 
not explicitly define the necessary control [6 ]. In this problem 
singularity can happen by having:
k(C(t)) = 0.0 
f(C(t)) = «> 
or A2 (t) = 0
For the first condition to happen:
0.613 X 10"4 + 0.0891 C(t) = 0
C(t) = = -0.687 X 10“3 g mol/cc
but: C(t) = c(t) - Cgg
c(t) = C(t) + Cgg
= -0.687 X 10“3 + 0.162 x 10“3 
c(t) = -0.525 X 10 3 g mol/cc
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which is a physical impossibility. Therefore, the first condition 
will never happen.
For the second condition to happen:
66.35 + 172.9 x lO^CCt) = «>
' 172.9 floS - " 
and C(t) = c(t) - c^^
c(t) = C(t) + css
= " + 0.162 X 10 3
c(t) = oo
but this can not happen since the largest value of c(t) that can be 
obtained is the inlet value, no reaction occurring. This value is 
0,65 X 10 2 g mol/cc. Therefore, the second condition will not 
occur either.
For true optimal control there is one other condition,
H = 0 at all times.
0 = l+U(t)C(t)+A2(t)[k(C(t))M(t)-C(t)-g(C(t))C(t)]/f(C(t)) [9]
The following way to solve this problem is suggested by 
Siebenthal and Aris [2]. At t = TF from equation [9]:
0 = 1 +  A2(TF)[k(C(TF))M(TF) - C(TF)]/f(C(TF))
a2(tf)  _____ -I ( . c m .)____k(C(TF))M(TF)-C(TF)
The value of M(TF) is -3.0 cc/sec. Therefore:
X2fTF^ = -f(C(TF)) flOlA2(TF) 0 k(C(TF)) - C(TF)  ̂ ^
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Then we can start at TF and integrate equations [3], [4], [6] 
and [7] backwards. For this we have
C(TF) = 0.249 X 10-3 g mol/cc 
C(TF) = 0.0 g mol/cc-sec 
X2(TF) = -f(C(TF))/(-3.0 k(C(TF))-C(TF))
Xl(TF) = arbitrary value
We then perform the integration backwards. As soon as X2(t) changes 
sign we switch from M(t) = -3.0 cc/sec to M(t) = 5.0 cc/sec. The 
integration is continued until C(t) = C(0) = 0.0 g mol/cc, the 
initial value of the state variable. If at this point C(t) = C(0) =
0.0 g mol/cc-sec then the value use for A1(TF) is the correct one.
If not a new value of XI(TF) must be guess and the calculations 
repeated. These iterations must continue until the initial state 
is reached. When the correct value of Xl(TF) has been found, the 
switching time, TS, and the final time, TF, can be calculated from 
the results of the backward integration. Pattern Search optimization 
technique [3] is used to iterate to obtain the correct value of 
Xl(TF). Appendix E presents the computer program used to obtain TS 
and TF.
The solution to this problem is then;
0 Ml < TS where: Ml = 5.0 cc/sec
TS = 83.09 sec 
and TS < M2^TF where: M2 = -3.0 cc/sec
TF = 90.29 sec
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Solution of Problem Using Linear Model
The linear model, of the stirred reactor, used Is of the form:
1143.45^Cj(t) + 91.85 +C(t) = 0.0672 x 10"\l(t) [11]
from which we can obtain:
= C(t) [12]
and = (0.0672 x 10-3M(t)-C(t)-91.85C(t))/1143.45 [13]
The solution to this problem is obtained by following Koppel [7].
For this second order model optimal control predicts a maximum of 1 
switch. Koppel proposes to obtain this switch in the following man­
ner. Solving equations [12] and [13] using M(t) = 5.0 and for the 
initial conditions:
C(0) = 0.0 g mol/cc
C(0) = 0.0 g mol/cc-sec
This gives a set of solutions for C(t) and C(t):
C(t) = -O.416xlO"3e-0-013t + o. 80xl0”^e"°• ° ^  336xl0"3 [14]
O.OlSf 4 0.0673»
C(t) = 0.54x10-3e“ - 0.54x10“ e“ [15
Next, solving equations [12] and [13] using M(t) = -3.0 and using
the following final conditions:
C(TF) = 0.249x10“3 g mol/cc
C(TF) = 0.0 g mol/cc-sec
this gives another set of solutions for C(t) and C(t):
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C (t) =5.58xlO-\e-0 • ° 13(t-TF)_^ 08xl0"^e“ 0 . 0 6 7 3 ( t-TF) _2  ̂ qIxIO"** [ 16 ]
C(t)=-0. 725x10”^e-0‘01 3 .  725x10“ ê“° ’ ^^(t-TF) [1 7 ]
Now, at the switching time, TS, the two sets of solutions must 
give identical results. Therefore, we can equate C(TS) from the 
first set to C(TS) from the second set;
-0. 416x10"3e“Q.01 sTS^q, 80x10"4e"0. 0673?S+Q_ 336x10"3
=5.58xlO"4e"0.013(TS-TF)
-1.08x10"4e-0.0673(TS-TF)_2 [1 8 ]
The same thing is done for C(t). Equating [15] and [17] at t = TS:
0.54xl0“S e-0'013TS_e-0.0673TS
e-0 .067^TS-TF)_^_0Di 3(TS-TF)j g.725x10”  ̂ [19]
Thus, we obtain two equations, [18] and [19], with two unknowns,
TS and TS. Using trial and error to evaluate these unknowns, results:
TS = 120.0 secs.
TF = 122.5 secs.
In the next section this control law is applied to the simulated 
reactor.
Comparison of Results
In this section the switching and final times, obtained from the 
two previous sections, are applied to the simulated reactor. Table 
VI-1 presents the results. Column 1 gives the model used to obtain
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the switching and final times. Column 2 and 3 show the correspond­
ing times. Column 4 gives the value of the state variable, reactor’s 
exit concentration, at the final time, TF, when the control law is 
applied to the reactor. This is the "actual" value of the state 
variable, not a perturbed value. The desired new level of the state 
variable is 0.411 x 10“  ̂g mole/cc. Column 5 shows the percent 
error in final value of the state variable. The nonlinear model 
definitely gives much better results than the linear model.
Columns 6 and 7 present an interesting comparison. After time 
TF the control is returned to a conventional PI, or PID, controller. 
From here on the controller must regulate the manipulative variable, 
coolant flow rate, to maintain set point. If the control is given 
back to the controller without doing anything to the manipulative 
variable, the controller would have to increase this variable right 
away to keep set point. Undoubtedly, this results in oscillations 
of the system, state variable, and therefore in longer settling time. 
Therefore, to avoid these oscillations what is normally done is 
that the value of the manipulative variable needed to maintain set 
point be calculated by these models. Then, the manipulative variable 
is set to this value before control is returned to the controller.
The value needed to maintain set point is
m(TF) = 8.13 cc/sec 
this is the actual value, not a perturbed value. Column 6 presents 
the values calculated from the models. Column 7 gives the percent 
error between these values and the desiredvalue. Again, the nonlinear 
model gives much better results than the linear value.
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Another interesting comparison is that of an overall comparison 
of the problem. That is, not only initial time TF but rather until 
the system has reached steady state at the new level. A feedback,
PI, controller has been added to the system. This controller has 
been tuned to give a fast control action with not too much oscilla­
tions. The tuning of this controller is:
Gain = 10.0 (cc/sec)/(g mol/cc).
Reset Time = 120 secs.
This controller starts taking action after time TF. Before control is 
given back to the controller, the manipulative variable is set at 
the value needed to maintain set point. This value is calculated 
from each of the models and is given in column 6 to Table VI-1.
Table VI-2 shows the result of the comparison. Column 1 gives 
the model used to obtain the control law. Columns 2 and 3 present 
the control laws obtained from each of the models. Column 4 gives 
the settling time obtained by using the control laws. Settling time 
is defined as the time taken by the system to be within + 1% of the 
final steady state. The settling time obtained by applying to the 
reactor the control law corresponding to the nonlinear model is 
much smaller than that obtained by applying to the reactor the 
control law corresponding to the linear model. The difference between 
tlie two settling times is about 30%. Column 5 presents the integral of 
the absolute error, lAE, for both cases. The error is the difference 
between the actual state variable and its desired new level. Again, 
the lAE value corresponding to the nonlinear model is much smaller 
than the one corresponding to the linear model. Figure VI-1 shows
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the response of the simulated reactor when the control laws are 
applied.
Before concluding one more point needs to be analyzed. From 
Table VI-1 is noticed that both control laws overshoot the desired 
new level. It could be argued that why let this happen. Why not, 
as soon as the new level is reached let the process model calculate 
the flow of cooling water needed to maintain set point. The cooling 
water could then be set at this flow and the control returned to 
an analog, PI, controller.
This has been done in this example. Table VI-3 shows the 
settling time, steady state is defined as within + 0.01 from the 
desired level, and the integral of the absolute value of the error. 
From this table, it is readily seen that the results obtained from 
the nonlinear model are superior than those obtained from the linear 
model. The settling time obtained from the nonlinear model is 29.8% 
lower than that obtained from the linear model. The integral of 
the absolute value of the error obtained from the nonlinear model 
is 60% lower than that obtained from the linear model. Figure VI-2 
shows the response to both control laws.
Conclusions
in this chapter, the second order nonlinear model has been success-
fuily applied to a time optimal control, A linear model of the
reactor was also used to obtain a time optimal control law. These
two control laws were applied to the simulated reactor. The results
obtained by applying the control law corresponding to the nonlinear
model are quite superior to those results obtained by applying the 
control law corresponding to the linear model.
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TABLE V I - 3
TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL-CONTROL IS RETURNED TO A FEEDBACK 
CONTROLLER WHEN THE DESIRED LEVEL IS REACHED
Model Settling Time, Sec. I |e|dt
Linear 1350 0.460 E-01
Nonlinear 1040 0.287 E-01
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FIGURE VI-2
REACTOR'S RESPONSE TO TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL LAWS. CONTROL IS RETURNED 
TO A FEEDBACK CONTROLLER WHEN DESIRED LEVEL IS REACHED.
LEGEND
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APPENDIX A 
REACTOR SPECIFICATIONS AND SIMULATION
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The stirred tank reactor example was obtained from Koppel [1]. 
The response of this reactor is quite nonlinear arising mainly from 
Arrhenius term in the kinetic expression and the log mean temperature 
difference term in the heat transfer expression.
As mentioned above, this reactor is a stirred tank in which an 
irreversible exothermic reaction of the type
A ̂  B
with first order kinetics is taking place. This reactor is cooled
down by means of a cooling coil. The reaction rate constant is:
k = k^ exp (-E/RT) [A-1]
— 1
where: k = Arrehenius reaction rate constant (sec )
12 - 1
k^ = frequency factor (7.86 x 10 sec )
E = activation energy (2800 cal/g mol)
R = gas constant (1.987 cal/g mol - °K)
T = absolute temperature (°K)
The mass balance on the reactor contents, assuming uniform mixing
is ;
V ̂  = FCA.Q - FCA - VkCA [A-2]
where: V = material volume (1000 cc)
CA = outlet concentration of component A (g mol/cc)
CA^ = inlet concentration of component A (6.5 x 10 2gmol/cc 
F = volumetric flow (cc/sec)
The energy balance on the contents is:
UA(T -T )
jT --------- G— G2-----
Vp cp = Fpcp (T -T) -AHVkCA - ?.n [(T-T )/(T-T )] [A-3]Cl C O CO c
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where: p = density of contents (1 bm/cc)
cp = heat capacity of contents (1 cal/bm °K)
T = temperature of reactor and exit stream (°K)
= temperature of inlet stream (350°K)
-AH = exothermic heat of reaction (2700 cal/g mol)
UA = overall heat transfer coefficient times cooling 
coil area (cal/sec - °K)
T = inlet coolant temperature (300°K)
CO
= exit coolant temperature (°K)
It has been assumed in this heat balance that no heat transfer occurs 
with the surroundings and that the physical properties of the inlet 
and exit streams are identical.
The lumped energy balance for the cooling coil is:
V p c dT UA(T -T )
-df ■ »„t-(f-i°^)/°T-T7 l  - fcPc Cpc(Tc-Tco)
where: V = coil volume (100 cc)c
p^ = coolant density ( 1 gm/cc)
Cp^ = coolant heat capacity (1 cal/gm-°K)
F = coolant flow ( 0 < F <20 cc/sec)c —  c —
The coolant flow is used as forcing function and the exit concentra- 
tl'ju of component A is the state variable of interest.
This reactor has been simulated in the digital computer. A 
fourth order Runge Kutta method [2] is used to integrate equations
A-2, A-3 and A-4. The computer program is shown next.
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APPENDIX B
OIL HEATER SPECIFICATIONS AND SIMULATION
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This heater is a heat exchanger in which oil flows through 
the tubes. The oil is heated by condensing steam on the shell side.
A steam valve just ahead of the heater controls the steam flow. The
following data has been adapted from Kern [1].
W = oil flow rate = 16000 lb/hr. o
= outside tube diameter (O.D.) = 1 in.
= inside tube diameter (I.D.) = 0.87 in.
BWG= 16
h^ = inside heat transfer film coefficient = 14.9 BTU/hr - ft^-°F
h = outside heat transfer film coefficient = 1500 BTU/hr - fè -°F 
o
= oil density =7.2 lb/ft 
Cp^= oil heat capacity = 0.48 BTU/lb - °F
= wall density = 500 Ib/ft^
c = wall heat capacity = 0.12 BTU/lb = °F pw
APw= tube wall cross sectional area times wall density = 0.71 
lb/ft
Shell diameter = 15.25 in.
Heater length = 12 ft.
Number of tubes = 86
T^ = inlet oil temperature = 95°F
steady state steam pressure = 29.8 Ib^/in.^
ss= steady state steam temperature = 250°F
A = steady state latent heat of vaporization = 945 BTU/lbss
v^= oil velocity through tubes = 1.75 ft/sec = 6310 ft/hr.
T = oil temperature, °F
T^= tube wall temperature, “F
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Under steady state conditions it is desired to obtain an outlet 
oil temperatue of 149°F. From an overall heat balance the steam 
flow, W^, can be calculated:
W c  (T - T . ) = W A  o po O 1 s ss
u = ^o^po^^o'^i) ^ 16000 (0.48)(149-95)
s A 945ss
W = 439 lb/hr.8
To simulate this heater the following balances have been made:
1. Oil heat balance
2. Tube wall heat balance
3. Steam mass balance
We now proceed to develop each of these balances.
Oil Heat Balance
Figure B-1 shows the schematic of the oil flow
- ( % )  f
dividing by Ax and taking lim Ax>0:
' V o  % o  E  + ^i"^i(V^) = *oCpo #
-'■o f  + ■ f  tuo i po
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Equation [1] is a partial differential equation that describes the 
oil heat balance. The solution of this equation can be approximated 
by dividing the tube side fluid (oil) into sections along its length 
as shown in Figure B-2. In each section complete mixing is assumed, 
that is, equal temperature at any point in the section. Therefore, 
let :
=  .̂1 - Tj-i
9x Ax
where: 1 ~ temperature in section j-1
Tj = oil temperature in section j
Ax = length of each section
With this modification the oil heat balance for each section becomes:
-V r.i - "j-AO Ax








Figure B-3 shows the schematic for the tube wall. Neglecting 
conduction in the wall we can write:
h no
AP c w pw
-  "i
HD,
. AP c w pw'
9T
[3]






























SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF OIL HEATER WITH TUBE WALL AND TUBE FLUID 

































Shell Side X x4*Ax
FIGURE B-3






where: = steam temperature, F
Steam Mass Balance
n dmW - I [N̂ ĥ (nD̂ Ax)(T̂ -I )]/X . tM
1=1
where: = inlet steam flow (lb/hr)
m^ = mass of steam accumulated in shell (lb)
N = number of sections the heater has been divided 
= number of tubes in heater = 86
A few assumptions have gone into this mass balance; they are:
1. Heat transfer to the shell and surroundings has been 
neglected.
2. All of the heat transfer from the steam to the oil is just 
latent heat. Steam superheat or subcooling has been neglected.
3. As soon as steam is condensed it leaves the heater, that is, 
there is no water accumulated in the shell side; only steam vapor is 
accumulated.
Shell Side Pressure Calculation
Assuming ideal gas law holds on the shell side, the steam pres­
sure can be calculated by
m R(T +460)
W
where Pg ~ steam pressure (psia)
M = molecular weight of water (18 Ibm/lb mole) w
R = gas law constant (10.73 ft^- Ib^/in^-lb mole-°R)
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Shell Side Temperature Calculation
Since the steam is assumed to be saturated we can approximate 
the relationship between the steam temperature to the steam pressure 




A 's 1 1
R (T +460) (T +460) so s
where: Pg^ = steam pressure at reference state (psia)
= steam temperature at reference state (!F)
From the above equation:




Latent Heat of Vaporization
The latent heat of vaporization changes as the steam temperature 
changes. To correct for these changes Watson's equation is used:
fl_T




where: A = latent heat of vaporization at reference 
state (BTU/lb)
T^^ = reduced steam temperature
T = reduced steam temperature at reference state rso
Steam Valve Equation
The equation that gives the steam valve flow is:
"s - 63.3 C^(vp) [8]
where : C = valve coefficient =7.4V
vp = valve position
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= upstream pressure ■= 60 psia, constant 
= downstream pressure, steam pressure in shell
p = steam density evaluated at P , assumed constant s s
= 0.0728 lb/ft3
Equations [1] through [8] form the mathematical model of the oil 
heater. It must be recognized that these equations are extremely 
interactive and nonlinear. The outlet oil temperature is the state 
variable of interest and the valve position (vp) of the steam valve 
is the forcing function.
To solve this problem the heater is divided in twenty sections. 
Each section is one half foot long. The differential equations [2],
[3] and [4] are integrated using a predictor corrector method [3]. 
Essentially, this method consists in an algorithm that predicts the 
value of the dependent variable for the present time step. Then 
another algorithm corrects this predicted value.
This method was applied to the oil heater model in the following 
way. In the prediction sections equations [2] and [3] were integrated, 
for the present time step, for each of the twenty sections. This was 
done in a loop. The heat transfer from the steam to the wall in 
each section is added to the heat transfer in the previous sections 
so that at the end of the last section a total amount of heat transfer 
from the steam to the wall is obtained. We can then integrate equa­
tion [4] which gives the amount of steam accumulated in the shell 
side. Knowing then the temperature of the fluid and the wall in each 
section and the amount of steam accumulated in the shell side, sub­
routine MATBAL is called. This subroutine calculates the steam
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pressure, equation [5], the steam temperature, equation [6], the heat 
of vaporization, equation [7], and the flow of steam through the 
valve, equation [8]. After these calculations the program returns 
to MAIN and goes into the correction section. In this section, 
equations [2], [3] and [4] are integrated in the same manner as in 
the prediction section. After the integration, subroutine MATBAL is 
called again. When the program returns to MAIN we then check to see 
if the predicted values of the fluid and wall temperatures, in each 
section, and the amount of steam in the shell side have coverage with 
the corresponding corrected values. If they have converged then these 
values are the answers for the present time step. If not, the cor­
rected values are then assumed to be the new predicted values. Then 
these new predicted values are corrected again. This continues until 
both values, predicted and corrected, have converged. When this 
happens, the next time step is calculated in the same manner.
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SIMULATION OF OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM
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This appendix presents the optimal control law obtained In 
Chapter III, Figure C-1. It also presents the computer program 
used to obtain the solution of this problem.
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(g 79 FORMAT! IX,'THAT IS ALL FOR THE CONTROL LAW')
3 C







NOT = 1 
DO 20 1=1,NOT 





T3o 20 T C d i  = 146©0
Q.Cao
PRINT 99@,W,CAOoTOoFC,TCO 
990 FORMAT!1HI//20X,'REACTOR CONDITIONS'/ZIOX,'REACTANT FLOW RATE =' 
=F6©2. «CC/SEC//10X, • INLET CONCENTRATION OF A=® ,E10® 3, • MOL/CC»
1 =//10X,» INLET REACTANT TEMPERATURE = • ,F6o2 »®DEGREES C®
=//10X,'COOLANT FLOW RATE = ®,F6o2 , ®CC/SEC®//I OX ,®INLET COOLANT TEMP 
=ERATURE =',F6@2,'DEGREES C )
PRINT 991.W0.WDIFF 
991 FORMAT(//l5X,«PREVIOUSLY THE INLET REACTANT FLOW WAS®,F6o2 , ®CC/SEC 
= '//15Xo'THIS REPRESENT A DISTURBANCE O F ',F6o2 « «CC/SEC« )
-D PRINT 45
CD 45 FORMAT!///// SX.'TIME ! S E C S )®.1 O X CONCENTRAT!ON OF A'.IOX.




C 4RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION ROUTINE»»»»
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APPENDIX D
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DEAD TIME COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE
PROBLEM
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■g TC{ 1 ) = 146e 0
g ERROR 1 = Ooo
w 2 READ E.fC
I PRINT 6.FC
o  5 FQRMAT(f-6e2)
5  READ 10.W.CAO.TO,TCO,NO*.H,DTW
^ PRINT 1 . ,W.CAO.TO,TCO.NO*.H,DTP
o 10 FORMAT!F10a4.El5,8,5X,2FlCoA.IlC.2F10î5)
READ 12.SP. GAIN,RESET.DT 




-n 97 FORMAT! 2F10®5>
i. FCA = OoO
m m m d t = d t m / h
^ DO 20 I=I,MMDT
1  20 AFCA(I) = C 9 I6 2 E - O 3
R- NDT = DT/H
a
o
00 25 1=1.NDT 
25 C A ! I ) = Ce162E-03
ERROR = OoC 
Z  SERR = ^oO
S  SUM = OeC
CL NCOUNT = -1
I: NPRINT = 1200
o  NC = 1
5- NCl = 1
m CAI = CA!NDT)
I. FCCIFF = FC-FCO
w. TRO = 77a0
p TDIFF = TRO - TO
W O — 10^0
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ERROR = rc A
SERR =  F *  ( E
SUM = SUM +
PM =- GA IN* !
ERROR 1 = ER











IF(TIME.->LT«PR)GO TO 51 
PR=PR +2C*
P R INT 960,TIME,FCA,CA(NDT+l),FCAOUT,CAOUT,P M ,S U M I,ERROR,SUM
PUNCH 220,TIME,CAOUT
FORMAT!Fl0e2,E20a5,43X,«DTCINLM»)
IFITIMEaGTolOOOOo)G0 TO 333 
FORMAT!lX,F6#l,8EI5o5)
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w' C(/) C nPOGRAM APPLIES THE TIME DPT I MAL *****
^ C *****iU\TKUL LAW TO THE REACTOP» *****
g  C
CD C ** **NPWt 'jCL A r URÉ** **
o C
5  C V = VCLLME CF REACTOR
'g! C KO = REACTION RATE CONSTANT
0 C e = ENERGY OF ACTIVATION
1 C R = G AS CONSTANT
g C DH = HEAT OF REACTION
-n C DEN = DENSITY OF REACTANTS
C CP = HEAT CAPACITY OF REACTANTS
g" C UA = OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT TIMES HEAT TRANSFER AREA
1 C TO = INLET TEMPERATURE OF REACTANTS
■P C CAO = INLET CONCENTRATION OF REACTANT A
â  C te = FLOW RATE OF REACTANTS (CC/SEC)
a C FCO = BASE COOLANT FLOW RATE = So 13 CC/SEC
g C DIST = DISTRUBANCE OF COOLANT FLOW RATE (CC/SEC)
■o C VC = VOLUME OF COOLING COIL ( C O
§■ C DENC = DENSITY OF COOLANT
g C CPC = HEAT CAPACITY OF COOLANT
2. C CA = CONCENTRATION OF REACTANT A
g C T = TEMPERATURE OF REACTOR CONTENTS (F)
^ C TC = TEMPERATURE OF COOLANT
5. C H = INTEGRATION STEP SIZE
■g C NOT = DEAD TIME TABLE SIZE
I C NPRINT = PRINTING INDEX
C NCOUNT = PRINTING INDEX
o' C NOW = PRINTING INDEX
C
DIMENSION C A ( 150).T(15C).TC(150)
REAL KO
DATA V/lOOCo 0 / .K0/7a 86E+I 2/.E/2800Oo/.R / 1s 987/,DH/27000 >/* DEN/1o/*
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° IQ - '
2, ME = :
5  N C O U N  T -  - l
0 rjPRINT = 0
;§ r I ME = ' s c
g- NC = :
3: NDT=l
1 DO 20 1=1.NCT
g C A ( I ) =
^ T ( I) = 187,
? 2: rc(i) = 146*
FCCIFF = FC-FCO 
TRO = 77oC 
g TDIFF = TRO - TU








MDIFF = w - MO 
TOS = 77aO 
TA= 180c 
DFC = 2,1 
KX = C
(D  C
< C ****PRINT INITIAL CONDITIONS****
C
PRINT 99C,W,CA0S,T0S,FC,TC0
-o 990 FORMAT! 1H1//20X. 'REACTOR COND I T I ÜNS •//I C X . • RE ACT ANT FLOW RATE ='.
1 =FÔ82. 'CC/SEC•/ / I C X I N L E T  CONCENTRATION OF A= • ,E 10» 3. « MOL/CC•
w =//l'>X, ' INLET REACTANT TEMPERATURE =', F6a 2,'DEGREES C
5' = / / lOX,'COOLANT FLOW RATE = ' ,F6o2,•CC/SEC'//I O X ,• INLET COOLANT TEMP
2 =ERATURE = ' ,F6«2,'DEGREES C ')
PRINT 991,CAO,TO
991 FORMAT!//15 X , 'THE NEW INLET CONCENTRATION IS',E 11,5 ,'MOL/CC'
= //15X,'THE NEW INLET REACTANT TEMP, IS • ,F6c2,•DEGREES C )
PRINT 45 to
45 FORMAT!/////5X, 'TIME ! SECS) ',8 X ,•C A ',12X , 'T • ,1 3X ,• TC',9 X ,'W •,5 X , ^
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B. T(I) = 1(! + 1)
w 60 T C ( I ) = T C ( I + 1 )
° ER'^ = SP-CA( 1 )
2, ADD = H«( :R(5 1+Ca 5«= { ERR-ERR 1 ) )
^  C I AF=CI»E +AHS(A D D )
o ERRl-ERR
;§ IF(TIVF LT,TF)GO TO 70







IF( 1 0 iGT®I )G0 TO 63 





(D E R R O R = S P - C A ( 1)
5 U W l = h * ( E R R O R l + O o 5 * ( E R R O R - E R R O R l ))(D T3
O  5UM=SUM+SUM1
c FC=FC+G AI N«(ERRO R+ SUM/RES ET )
5' IF( ABS( (CA{ 1 )-SP)/SP ) »GT,0-»01 )G0 TO 68
^  IER=IER+1
S IF(lERoGTj1COOO)GO TO 800




g C^ C ****pRiNT RESULT S****
g C
70 CONTINUE
IF(TIMEjLTePR)GO TO 50 
PR=PR +lCo
PRINT 960.TIME.CAIN O T ),T(N O T ),TC(NDT),W,FC,CIAE 
PUNCH l!'OO.TIME,CA( 1 )
1000 FORMAT!FlOa2.E 2 0 8 5 )
IF(TIMEjGToAOOOa)G0 TU 800 S
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